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Abstract 
 

Thoracic diseases are about the region that includes the heart, lungs, and 

abdomen (Thorax). Detection of nodules (abnormal growth) and mass 

(prominent patches) is an advantage since they could be cancerous and early 

prediction can play a crucial role in saving a lot of lives.  The deep learning 

based computational methods contribute significantly to the medical 

diagnosis of thoracic related diseases with Internet of Things (IoT) methods. 

Thus, it is critical need for a green computing-based telecare system for 

accurate prediction of thoracic diseases. Although modern AI trends are 

reaching new heights, development in the area of radiology is stagnant since  
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it calls for week supervised learning. Radiologists are hence waiting for an 

outbreak in the improvement of chest X-ray classification and prediction. 

Some of the diseases predicted by the model are Pneumonia, Nodule, Mass, 

Cardiomegaly, Emphysema, etc. All the above-mentioned diseases could be 

diagnosed using a Chest X-ray. The availability of radiologists is scarce let 

alone experienced ones. Hence this model serves to bridge the gap between 

radiologists and patients. Recent works in AI and Image Processing use deep 

learning networks like ResNet, DenseNet, VGGnet, AlexNet, GoogleNet, 

etc. ResNet and DenseNet are the most frequent networks and VGG has the 

least error rate. Therefore, combining ResNet, DenseNet, and VGG is a good 

option. It is found that Dual Path Network is a good substitute for ResNet 

and DenseNet since it combines the pros of ResNet and DenseNet while 

reducing the cons Therefore, in our proposed model we use VGG and Dual 

Path Network. Since VGG gives fewer errors and Dual-Path has a good 

structure with DenseNet and ResNet as its base. Using this model, we can get 

accuracy up to 90% of accurately predicting the diseases from the x-ray 

dataset. 

 

Keywords: Thorasic diseases,Energy Efficient,Green computing,IoT,Cloud 

Computing 

 

1 Introduction 
   

Most diseases related to the lungs, heart, and abdomen can be diagnosed 

with X-rays, but radiologists face some difficulties during diagnosis. Second 

opinions are given by radiologists play a crucial role in diagnosis as a study 

confirmed that 66% of second opinions gave a detailed opinion, 21% of the 

time the results were contradicting, and only 12% of the time the original 

diagnosis was confirmed. The technological advances in the healthcare field 

allows the medical professionals to fetch the patient details from electronic 

health records (EHR), wearable devices and IoT based health of things 

devices. The web applications and mobile devices enables to collect and 

process the data from the IoT based sensors in the wearable devices. 

Applying Artificial Intelligence (AI) to the dataset collected improves the 

prediction of diseases and its clinical effects swiftly and thus improving the 

patients‟ health. Thoracic diseases are a very serious health problem that affects 

a large number of people every year. The most popular way of diagnosing 

them nowadays is by using chest X-rays. However, diagnosis with chest X-

rays is sometimes difficult and may require an advanced radiologist to 

diagnose them. The process may be more gruesome than diagnosis using CT 

scans. This shows that although chest X-rays are cost-efficient, they can be 

more challenging than CT scans. But this problem can be solved by using 

deep learning and artificial intelligence. Most state-of-art models use CNN‟s 

since the rise of deep learning in image processing. This shows a clear 

transformation from Machine Learning to Deep Learning. Y.H.  Chan et al  
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[1] used the machine learning concept of SVM over the segmented abnormal 

lung region. Earlier models used Machine learning techniques like Support 

vector machines and logistic regression to predict pathologies from chest X-

rays. But even though they are more accurate than an average radiologist 

these models are usually noising sensitive and are likely to be overfitted. 

Later works were based on a single deep convolution neural network 

(DCNN). Then, ideas using two or more asymmetrical DCNNs were 

implemented like DenseNet, ResNet, AlexNet, GoogleNet, etc.  

 In this paper, we are using two networks DPN and VGG16 to increase 

the accuracy of the already existing algorithms. We first train using the 

VGG16 network. Even though VGG16 is slower compared to newer 

networks VGG16 has less error rate comparatively and is also very easy to 

implement. Once we obtain results from VGG16 we train the same dataset 

using DPN. DPN is one of the new networks that have the highest accuracy 

for the Image-net dataset. Once we get the results from both the networks, 

the results will be compared with each other for cross-validation. The 

assumption is that both the networks will not give the same error in the 

output. And since the thoracic disease can only be confirmed once the results 

are positive in both x-ray and blood test this approach will greatly reduce the 

number of secondary tests to either one or two and also helps to find if the 

person is suffering from more than one disease. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an in-

depth review of the existing state of art techniques and section 3 elaborates 

on the proposed system. Section 4 present the system implementation of the 

thoracic disease prediction system and discussion of the results. Finally, 

section 5 provides the conclusion of this paper.  

 

2 State-of-Art Methods 
 

Most state-of-the-art image prediction models use Spatial Exploitation 

based CNNs (AlexNet, VGG, GoogleNet) and Multi-Path based CNNs 

(ResNet, DenseNet), and Attention-based CNN 

 

2.1 Spatial Exploitation Based CNN’s 
 

A deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based method for the 

identification of thorax diseases by Jie Chen et. al. [2] consists datasets of 

healthy person or potential unhealthy person. The second group of dataset 

consists of about 4000 labeled CT images of thorax i.e., either from a healthy or 

potential unhealthy person. The dataset has been augmented by different 

trimming, flipping, and rotating. These augmented images were used to train 

and fine-tune a CNN model. The developed CNN architecture is based on the 

Caffe framework. The performance of the final CNN model can be improved  
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by 2-3% using Image alignment in the dataset. The SST has improved the 

performance by another 3-4%. Besides, data augmentation achieved 2-3%more 

accuracy gain 

Chest X-ray called “ChestX-ray8”, which consist of 108,948 X-ray images 

got from 32,717 unique patients with the text mined eight disease image labels 

(where each image can have multi-labels), from the associated radiological 

reports using natural language processing [3]. They have proposed a unified 

weakly-supervised multi-label image classification and disease localization 

formulation which detects commonly occurring thoracic disease. Deep 

Convolution Neural Network (DCNN) architecture  is used because of its large 

image capacity. Weights and extraction from a network are used to find the 

presence of one or more pathologies in the input X-rays. A trained multi-label 

classifier is used to solve this problem. A transition layer, a global pooling 

layer, and a prediction layer are added making it a unique model. B-Box 

(Bounding Box) is used for disease localization. „Predicting Pathologies in x-

ray‟ dataset is used [4].  

CheXNet can detect pneumonia at an accuracy higher than radiologists. 

CheXNet consists of a 121-layer CNN trained using the ChestX-ray14 dataset 

[5]. The model‟s accuracy is compared with four currently practicing 

radiologists. It is built on a 121-layer DenseNet, but the final layer is replaced 

with a sigmoid non-linearity function that gives a single output. Habib 

Rostami et al. [6] have designed a problem-based architecture that preserves 

the information of images for detecting consolidation in the Pediatric Chest X-

ray dataset. The proposed method has a three-step pre-processing approach to 

enhance the generalization of the models. The best accuracy of 94.67% was 

achieved to detect consolidation by this problem-based architecture. 

In this approach the researchers used two multipath deep CNN 

Architectures namely ResNet (Residual network) and DenseNet (Dense 

Network), these are two of the best multipath networks [7]. In this approach, the 

mistakes or the Disadvantages of one architecture is removed by the other 

architecture which makes use of these two architectures is good. Using two 

architectures gives more accuracy than using single architecture for 

classification. This approach gives an average accuracy AUC of 0.823, this 

approach is one of the best available approaches 

 

2.2 Multi Path-Based CNN’s 
 

This model implementation was based on two models. The First one is a 

softmax regression. This regression is used to assign the probabilities to each of 

the 15 classes present in the given dataset [8]. The second one is a residual 

neural network that was modified to take into account metadata like age, 

gender, and how many times a patient has visited the hospital to get their 

condition checked from the dataset. The algorithm achieved AUC ROCs 

ranging from 0.7345 to 0.9248 depending upon the disease. Even though this 

approach got a low accuracy score it still solves the overall general problem.  
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The Softmax Regression had an accuracy of 0.08 on their data, and the low 

accuracy rate is because this model is a linear model, which cannot be used to 

model complex correlation. 

Yan.C et al [9]. have proposed a weakly supervised deep learning 

framework that is equipped with multi-map transfer, squeeze-and excitation 

blocks, and max-min pooling for the classification of thoracic diseases and also 

localizing suspicious lesion regions. The dataset used by them is The ChestX-

ray14 dataset and they have used the latest Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) 

alike model, i.e. DenseNet [10], as a backbone network. They have proposed 

the so-called "Squeeze-and-Excitation" (SE) block, which is used to support the 

sensitivity of their model and increase the difference between normal and lesion 

regions by clearly modeling the channel interdependencies. 

 In this paper, the researchers used a two-stage approach [11] in the first 

stage extracting the features and the second stage is classification. For feature 

extraction they used DenseNet and for classification, they used the Transfer 

learning algorithm. According to this paper, they increased the accuracy from 

previous approaches, and they got an average accuracy AUC of 0.882. Even 

though they are getting the accuracy of 0.882 as they are using Transfer 

learning for classification which needs a pre-trained network which is not 

possible every time. 

 

2.3 Attention Based CNN’s  
 

In this paper, they used a multi-attention network to precisely detect the 

lesion regions of the disease in the x-ray at pixel level granularity . They are 

using three models in this framework: Squeeze and excitation (SE) attention 

module, Global and local attention module, Two-stage training method. 

Previously available methods failed to classify all the diseases correctly. This 

method increased the accuracy from previous methods from 0.7758 to 0.7941 

on average for all diseases. In this Paper Attention guided CNN (AG-CNN) 

[12] was used for feature extraction. Three-branched attention-guided CNN was 

used, the branches are Global, Local and Fusion branch. Fusion branch is used 

for combining the other two branches. By this approach, they achieved an 

average accuracy AUC of 0.866 as the highest compared to the ResNet.  

Chen, B et.a.l [13] have proposed a new network that specializes in feature 

extraction in lesion locations in x-rays. It consisted of two modules, both used 

for attention. The modules were namely Region level and Channel level. Based 

on weakly-supervised learning, the proposed Region module allows region 

attention supervision by producing prominent and attentive lesion findings. By 

directly using the channel-level correlations, the channel module further uplifts 

the internal findings of the location. An improvement of 0.8% is achieved after 

working with the dataset. An average AUC of 0.824 founded on 14 chest 

diseases is achieved by the proposed LLAGnet. 
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Despite the rise in Deep learning, there is a lack of development in the field 

of radiology because it is a weekly supervised learning method. The proposed 

model embeds an attention class into a DCNN and hence gives rise to 

ChestNet[14]. The attention branch help in focusing on the pathologies in the 

X-rays. The absence of this branch means that the model would degrade into 

ResNet-152. The AUC was improved from 0.7401 to 0.7810.0  

              

2.4 Segmentation Based CNN’s   
 

Networks based on Fusion is used in this paper[15]. The core of this 

model is segmentation. The datasets used were publicly available with a total 

count of 154 x-rays that had pathologies and the remaining 93 of healthy 

beings.The neural network has a module that produces the region of the lung 

that has issues, two modules were used for extraction of the features and one 

module at the end for combining the features. (feature fusion module will 

combine different fusions and forms a group from a multi-layered dataset). 

 

2.5 Hybrid CNN’s  
 

BPNN, CNN, and CNN architectures were implemented because accuracy 

in chest x-ray diagnosis could be maximized and minimum square error was at 

an apt level [16]. Basic networks were used in the training with a combination 

of deep neural networks and their outcome was evaluated. Front view x-rays 

were comprised into a dataset of 112,120 images from a collection of 30,805 

different individuals. BPNN and CNN networks were tested using 380 images 

and the remaining out of 1000 were used for initial training. Images were 

shrunk to a resolution of 32 x 32 for faster processing. 

For this work, the researchers used Deep generative classifiers (DGC) [17] 

which will increase the performance of the Network. In this method if a chest x-

ray image is given as input to the architecture the encoders in the architecture 

encode the image into low dimensional distribution and features are taken from 

the distribution. This approach gives high accuracy when used with the 

VGGNet16 and gives an average accuracy AUC of 0.7877, without using DGC 

VGGNet16 accuracy is 0.7875.  

Most state-of-art models use CNN‟s like ResNet, DenseNet, and VGG. 

Hence, after analysis, we came up with a system that is a combination of the 

above three networks. DenseNet and ResNet are combined in a novel network 

called Dual Path Network (DPN) [18] which combines the advantage of both 

while eliminating the disadvantages. DPN also uses lesser space and memory 

when compared to using ResNet and DenseNet individually. In addition to that 

VGG is used parallelly to detect pathology. Thus, the potential of all three 

networks is tapped into. 
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3 Proposed Thoracic Disease Detection Model 
  

State-of-art model architectures use deep learning techniques, usually 

combining two or more networks. The accuracy achieved was better than most 

single CNNs and far better than outdated machine learning techniques.  

 

3.1 Methodology 
 

Our proposed model uses Dual Path Network (DPN 92) and VGG16 

together aiming to improve the accuracy of the currently existing 

methodologies.  ResNet reuses features and scarcely finds new features, the 

way ResNet works is by using an “identity connection shortcut” the way it 

works is by skipping one or more layers. The major problem with other 

networks is the vanishing gradient problem, since the gradient is 

backpropagated to all the layers the gradient can become infinitely small 

because of repeated multiplication but this problem can be avoided in ResNet 

because the data won't be passed through each layer which greatly reduces the 

number of multiplications. This also helps the Resnet to use the same feature 

more efficiently but the only downside of this is that since few layers are 

skipped it becomes difficult to find new features whereas DenseNet explores 

new features, DenseNet is a logical extension of Resnet. DenseNet works in 

contrast to Resnet it concatenates output from previous layers instead of 

summation.  

 
 

 Figure 1 Architecture of Iot Based Sustainable Healthcare System for 

Thoracic Diseases Identification 
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It is easier to train and is deeper and gives more accuracy because it 

contains shorter connections between the layers close to the input layer and 

output layer. Densenet has many advantages, it overcomes the vanishing 

gradient problem, strengthens feature propagation, and also reduces the number 

of parameters substantially. Densenet can identify newer features because of the 

Dense Blocks. DPN is a model that combines the advantages of both ResNet 

and DenseNet eliminating their disadvantages [19]. Fig 1. shows the 

architecture of DPN 92 combined with VGG 16 

Now that DPN gives us a head start over ResNet and DenseNet the next 

step is to find the better-suited architecture among the available DPNs. Some of 

the other DPNs are DPN 92, DPN 98, DPN 131, etc. Among them, DPN 92 

uses fewer parameters which shows that it is parameter efficient and can 

generalize easily[20]. It also has a greater mIoU(mean Intersection over Union) 

accuracy. VGG is used to confirm the results given by the DPN so that even 

though the accuracy of each network is less than 90% by using VGG as a 

secondary check we got an accuracy of about 91.63%. The main reason for 

using VGG16 here is because of its simple architecture and less error rate. Even 

though VGG16 is slower than VGG19, its error rate is only 8.8% which is less 

than VGG19 which has an error rate of about 9.0%.The processing of the 

dataset and classification of the results will be implemented in the cloud for 

swift processing.The patient or the pathologist feeds the pre-trained model with 

the X-ray of the patient. The image is preprocessed by compressing and 

normalization. Features are extracted from the preprocessed image are given to 

both VGG and DPN, both the neural networks predict the disease based on the 

training of the models. 80% of the dataset was used for training and the rest for 

testing. The prediction of both the networks is compared and the pathology is 

finalized. In case of complications, for instance, if two different diseases are 

being predicted then it is suggested to complete further tests like blood tests, 

etc. and consult a specialist. 

 

3.2 Dataset  
 

The dataset is published by the National Institute of Health (NIH X-RAY 

DATASET) which consists of data about 14 common thoracic diseases and is 

about 42GB. However here we only used about 5% of the original dataset which 

is also published by NIH. The data set contains about 5500 images and exactly 

represents the original dataset. This 5% dataset is made by using the process of 

sub-sampling which gives the almost same result as the original dataset while 

using the minimum amount of data. 

 

3.3 Data Processing  
The data will be classified here based upon the diseases present on a given 

x-ray, the images will be grouped according to the disease and every x-ray 

belonging to a certain disease will be grouped. The next step is image  
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compression where the original image is 1080p but we don‟t need such a huge 

image so we do a lossy compression to the image and convert it to 256p image, 

this will help in faster extraction of features and also reduce the processing 

power required while giving the same output as a 1080p image 

 

3.4 Image Normalization & Feature Extraction 
 

Once all the images are compressed, we find the mean and standard 

deviation of all the images and use them to find a normalized image. This 

normalized image will be used as a reference for feature extraction by both 

VGG16 and DPN. 

 

3.5 Classification 
 

The resized images are then normalized i.e., the range of the pixel intensity 

is altered to suit the algorithm. Features are then extracted from the image 

where the dimensionality is reduced but still keeping the important features 

intact. The feature extracted image is then trained and tested by the model so 

that it can predict a new x-ray with a good of accuracy. 

  

4 Implementation and Results 
 

The dataset consists of 15 labelled classes which comprise of the 14 

diseases (Atelectasis, Consolidation, Infiltration, Pneumothorax, Edema, 

Emphysema, Fibrosis, Effusion, Pneumonia, Pleural thickening, Cardiomegaly, 

Nodule, Mass and Hernia) and one no finding class. In addition to that, there is 

a random sample of the NIH dataset [19] mentioned above which consists of 

5,606 images which are 5% of the full dataset. This enables quicker testing and 

training of models, saving resources and time. All the chest x-rays are of size 

1080 pixels so the size of the images is reduced to fit in with the architectures 

and to avoid the complexity of the architectures. After the size of images is 

reduced the image is converted into a gray-scale image. After an image is 

preprocessed it is sent to the architectures for both the Dual-Path Network and 

to the VGG16 network, then the features of the images are extracted and 

normalized, the output of both the networks are compared and if it's the same 

then we can be sure about the abnormality present in it otherwise the patient 

should get a physical diagnosis like a blood test for each of the output 

classification of both networks. There is very little possibility of both the 

networks making the same mistake because one network is of high accuracy 

and another network is of less error rate. So, if both the networks detect the 

same disease from the x-ray then it is considered as the correct output and if 

both show different diseases which is very less then we can go for a manual 

check-up by the Doctor for a second opinion. 

 The proposed architecture achieves an accuracy of 88.29% using DPN and 

84.28% using VGG 16 and a combined result of about 91.638%. we used a  
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custom dataset containing 473 images that are not used for training the 

networks. The DPN even though can be used alone it gives better results it is 

not 100% accurate so by using VGG16 to cross-validate the prediction done by 

DPN we can increase the accuracy. Even though the accuracy of VGG is less 

than that of DPN, the concept behind this is that both the algorithms can‟t do 

the same mistake while predicting the disease thus efficient and sustainable. 

 

 
 

 

Algorithm for training 

I/O => X-RAY DATASET DIRECTORY  

O/P => TRAINED MODEL 

Img_Array[] = toImageArray( x-ray dataset directory ) 

 WHILE( Img_Array[].hasNext() ){ 

Img = Img_Array[i] 

Img_resized = resize(size = 256 x 256, Img) 

Img_GS = Image_Gray_Scale( Img_resized ) 

Img_Processed = Normaliser( GS_Image ) 

Feature_Array[] = toFeatureArray( VGG_FeatureExtraction(P_Image) ) 

VGG_DPN_Training( Feature_Array[])  

{ 

 W <= 0 // initialize weight 

P_class <= class_prediction( Feature_Array[] ) 

If( P_class == class_label )  

             W is not updated i.e coverged 

Else 

            W++;      //weights updated 

 

                      } 

} 

Algorithm for testing 

VGG_DPN_TESTING(Img = X-RAY IMAGE OF THE PATIENT ){ 

Img_resized <= resize(size = 256 x 256, Img) 

Img_GS <= Image_Gray_Scale( Img_resized ) 

Img_Processed <= Normaliser( GS_Image ) 

Feature_Array[] <= toFeatureArray( VGG_FeatureExtraction(P_Image) ) 

VGG_Testing(Feature_Array){ 

P_class <= class_prediction( Feature_Array[] ) 

Print( “ The predicted class is ” + P_class) 

} 

} 
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ACCURACY: The degree to which the result of a measurement, calculation, 

or specification conforms to the correct value. 

Accuracy calculation = (correctly predicted classes / total number of 

classes) *100 

Where, Correctly predicted classes = 5051 Where Total number of 

classes = 5606 ACCURACY OF DUAL PATH NETWORK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 Epochs Vs Accuracy graph for Dual Path Network 

 

Figure 2 shows the accuracy for every epoch in the Dual-Path Network 

for 500 epochs and how does the accuracy increase for each epoch. Finally, 

after completing the 500 epochs we have achieved 0.90100 validation 

accuracy for the dual-path network. 

ACCURACY OF VGG16 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Epochs Vs Accuracy graph for vgg16 

 

After running the VGG16 for 500 epochs with the 5,606 images, we have 

achieved 0.85 validation accuracy. The above Figure 3 shows how does the 

accuracy increase for each epoch. 
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We have compared our model with the already existing models for 

detecting thoracic diseases from the dataset in terms of Accuracy. Here we 

are comparing our model with different models such as SDFN [16] 

Segmentation-based Deep Fusion Network for Thoracic Disease 

Classification in Chest X-ray Images, Chesnet[15] ICTD-  Identification of 

common thoracic diseases using VGG and Dual Path Network, and 

PTD[9]Predicting Thorax Diseases with NIH Chest X-Rays. 

 

 
 

Figure 4 Comparing the Proposed Model with Different Models. 

 

In figure 4,The results show that our model outperforms the existing 

state-of-the-art architectures. It gives 11% more accuracy than SDFN, 9% 

more than Chesnet, and 8.3% higher than the PTD. 

 

5 Conclusion 
  

Dual-Path Network is a combination of the best spatial based neural 

networks namely Resnet and Densenet and this model has the advantages of 

both the networks while consuming less memory and taking less time than 

when they both were individually used and on the top of that, the output is 

verified with VGG16 even though uses more memory and takes longer time 

has a comparatively less error rate of about 7% and helps in reducing the 

error rate further contributing to the accuracy.This model can be used to 

identify any new Thoracic disease by just collecting the X-ray data. This can 

also be adapted to be used to identify diseases present in other body parts that 

can be captured on an x-ray and it also can be adapted to be used to identify 

pandemics like corona by collecting the appropriate dataset. 

For future work, ChestX-ray8 can be expanded to cover more diseases 

and can be integrated with other clinical information like the follow-up 

studies across time and patient history. 
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